American Boxer Club, Inc.
Sunday, September 30, 2001
Held at Holiday Inn
Omaha, NE

Boxer
Mrs. B McFadden

Breed Winners
Best of Breed or Variety CH Carillon Elegance Rummerrun (B), C Suarez/A Anderson/P Whitney
Best of Opposite Sex CH Crysto's Image Of Ariba (D), C Finney
Best of Winners Cherkei Sunrise All Dolled Up (B), K Robbins/C Robbins
Winners Dog Burlwood's Loverboy A Cravinhos/R Nickels
Reserve Winner Dog Tambell's Phoenix Wind D Kennedy/C Kennedy
Winners Bitch Cherkei Sunrise All Dolled Up K Robbins/C Robbins
Reserve Winner Bitch Rummer Run's Star Light S Anderson/A Anderson

Dogs
Mrs. B McFadden

Puppy 6 - 9 Mos.
1 Crysto's Classic Image T Finney/C Finney
2 Pawprint Mirror Image At Ventura B Galvan/D Galvan/C Ghimenti
3 Westphalias Tanner Thelegend K Camden/F Valk
4 Emerson's Just One Look K Emerson/G Emerson/J Emerson

Puppy 9 - 12 Mos.
1 Tambell's Phoenix Wind D Kennedy/C Kennedy
2 Ewing's Protege Of Maxl J Ewing/M Ewing
3 Traylies Jazzy Jay Of Burlwood J Spudich/R Nickels/D Spudich
4 Ewing's Maverick Of Maxl J Ewing/M Ewing

12 - 18 Mos. BRDL
1 Valkyrie's The Kurgan O' Harvel V Millard/S Millard/V Rounsaville
2 Allegro Trimanor Jamacamecrazy J Jury
3 Har-Gayle's Frozen Assets G Kriv/P Champagne
4 Trinity's Pride Of Turo E Joyce/S Joyce

12 - 18 Mos. FN
1 Summer's Dash Riprock J O'Reilly
2 Burlwood's Struck Gold In In Maxl M Molley/R Conrad
3 Carbara's This Down B Bogan
4 Excalibur's Desert S.T.A.R. D Bjerken/T Bjerken/B Rodgers/P Whitney

Bred By Exhibitor
1 Burlwood's Thunderstruck M Josjor/F Josjor/R Nickels
2 Special K's New Beginnings K Beck/V Lillibridge/R Posekany
3 Bargary’s Fame And Fortune B Wadge/G Wadge
4 Myde's U Bet I'm Cool J Strand/D Bedford/J Strand

American Bred BRDL
1 Ellis Wizard's Revenge P Carlson
2 Hi-Hill's Under Wraps D Titus

American Bred FN
1 Land Of Oz Gold Connection  A Sample/C Rogers/V Rounsaville/B Sample
2 Scenicvu's Proclamation Of Jobec  S Russell/M Russell

Open BRDL

1 Burlwood's Loverboy  A Cravinhos/R Nickels  W
2 Bovels Jacksorbetter V. Baldr  R Veal/T Veal
3 Rasilons Tangos Talisman  K Wagg/G Ganske
4 Lattalane's West Side Story  T Latta/C Latta

Open FN

1 Mica's Give 'Em Hell Harry  B Houck
2 Stardust Goldn Globe Of Hightrail  R Petit
3 Misfit Canyon's Artemis  G Kloeker
4 Sunscape's Splendor  B O'Connor/W O'Connor

Bitches

Puppy 6 - 9 Mos.
1 Brandu's Fancy Of Abbeyland  B Mosier/S Mosier
2 Crysto's Celestial Image  P Salomone/T Finney/C Finney/M Salomone

Puppy 9 - 12 Mos.
1 Bargary's Shadow Dancing  G Wadge/B Wadge
2 Trusty's Crystal Ball  C Trusty
3 Ktd's Xmas Eclipse O Har-Vel  A Dejager/R Dejager/V Millard/V Rounsaville
4 Tri-Starr's Wheel Of Fortune  R Dopp

12 - 18 Mos. BRDL

1 Eedee-K's Hot Fudge  E Engel
2 Scenicvu's Prismatic  K Mann/L Mann/D Mccarty
3 Burlwood's Awestruck Dreamweaver  R Nickels/P Rohr
4 Cinnrhees Windsong Heartacres  H Small/M Ashman/J Kilman/P Kilman

12 - 18 Mos. FN

1 Holly Lane's Peach Melba  E Mcclintock
2 Sunchase's Blonde Moment  T Hendrickson
3 McCoy's Haute Couture  R Dopp/L Mccoy
4 Jayrbars Legacy Of Hollylane  S Marks/E Phillips

Bred By Exhibitor

1 Logan Elm's Little Miss Magic  J Phillips/K Hammer-Phillips
2 Myde's Passionate Kisses  D Bedford/D Clark
3 Pat-Rics Storybook Rendezvous  P Duffy/R Stokes
4 Alick's I Love Causin Kaos  A Miller/R Miller

American Bred BRDL

1 Rummer Run's Star Light  S Anderson/A Anderson  RW
2 Steph J's American Beauty  S Jenks
3 Land Of Oz One In A Million  B Sample/L Sample
4 Ladi Lucks Magic In The Air  S Mccgrog

American Bred FN

1 Van's Royal Madam Trinity  M Deleo
2 Crysto’s Bewitched A Finney/C Finney
3 Bentbrook’s So Easy To Love C Burger/B Carroll
4 Ladi Lucks Magical Illusion S Mcgregor

Open BRDL
1 Dusty Road’s Zuzus Petals R Pasbrig/J Pasbrig
2 Strasburgs Coriander J Yearsley
3 Savoye’s Bambi Sioux B Savoye/P Savoye
4 Storybook’s Patsy Cline S Abel

Open FN
1 Cherkei Sunrise All Dolled Up K Robbins/C Robbins
2 Scenicvu’s Southern Charm M Nesbitt/C Nesbitt
3 McBee Fairy-Tale Cinderella R Mcbee
4 Lucky-E’s Teasel V Everett/V Mellender

Non-Reg Veteran, Dogs
Non-Reg Veteran
1 CH Burlwood’s Sportswear D Mickells/R Nickels
2 CH Valkyrie’s Sheer Attitude W Savage/B Savage
3 CH School ’N’ Jo-San’s Trail Of Tears S Lynch
4 Beau Bien’s Luke Skywalker M Grayson

Non-Reg Veteran, Bitches
Non-Reg Veteran
1 CH Myde’s Rock’n The Night Away D Bedford